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RESET SUPERTOOLS 1.0
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Select every n-th ROW
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Insert at every n-th ROW
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Insert at every n-th COLUMN
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RENAME CURRENT FILE
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PRINT PAGES USING RANGE NAMES
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1  "ABOUT SUPERTOOLS 1.0"  "domenuaboutsupertools" ""
1  "-"  "" ""
1  "HOW TO GET STARTED"  "domenugetstarted" ""
1  "FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS"  "domenufaq" ""
1  "USER REGISTRATION"  "domenuregister" ""
1  "UN-INSTALL SUPERTOOLS 1.0"  "domenuuninstall" ""
1  "-"  "" ""
1  "TELL A FRIEND"  "domenutellafriend" ""
1  "HOW TO CONTACT US"  "domenucontactus" ""
1  "-"  "" ""
1  "HELP" "domenuhelp" ""
0  "end"  "end" ""
1  "SUPERTOOLS INDEX:"  "domenusupertoolsindex" ""
1  "-"  ""  ""
2  "&Select Tools..."  "" "domenuselectothers"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every other ROW  (Alt+35)"    "'domenualt 035'"  "domenuselectrow2"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every 3-rd ROW  (Alt+31)" "'domenualt 031'"  "domenuselectrow3"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every 4-th ROW  (Alt+32)" "'domenualt 032'"  "domenuselectrow4"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every 5-th ROW  (Alt+30)" "'domenualt 030'"  "domenuselectrow5"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every n-th ROW...  (Alt+62)" "'domenualt 062'"  "domenuselectrown"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every other COLUMN  (Alt+112)"  "'domenualt 112'"  "domenuselectcol2"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every 3-rd COLUMN  (Alt+36)"  "'domenualt 036'"  "domenuselectcol3"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every 4-th COLUMN  (Alt+37)"  "'domenualt 037'"  "domenuselectcol4"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every 5-th COLUMN  (Alt+38)"  "'domenualt 038'"  "domenuselectcol5"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every n-th COLUMN...  (Alt+39)" "'domenualt 039'"  "domenuselectcoln"
4  "SELECT cells from every other ROW and every other COLUMN, cityblock pattern  (Alt+40)"  "'domenualt 040'"  "domenuselectchecker"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, DIAGONALS going upper right to lower left  (Alt+41)"  "'domenualt 041'"  "domenuselectdiagurll"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, DIAGONALS going lower left to upper right  (Alt+42)"  "'domenualt 042'"  "domenuselectdiagllur"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, DIAGONALS going upper left to lower right  (Alt+43)"  "'domenualt 043'"  "domenuselectdiagullr"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, DIAGONALS going lower right to upper left  (Alt+49)"  "'domenualt 049'"  "domenuselectdiaglrul"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, Upper Left TRIANGLES  (Alt+74)"  "'domenualt 074'"  "domenuselecttriul"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, Upper Right TRIANGLES  (Alt+46)"  "'domenualt 046'"  "domenuselecttriur"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, Lower Left TRIANGLES  (Alt+47)"  "'domenualt 047'"  "domenuselecttrill"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, Lower Right TRIANGLES  (Alt+48)"  "'domenualt 048'"  "domenuselecttrilr"
2  "&Select Tools II..." ""  "domenuselectothersII"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, BLANK cells  (Alt+51)"  "'domenualt 051'"  "domenuselectblanks"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, NON-BLANK cells  (Alt+54)"  "'domenualt 054'"  "domenuselectnotblanks"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, FORMULAS cells  (Alt+53)"  "'domenualt 053'"  "domenuselectformula"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, TEXT or NUMBERS cells  (Alt+52)"  "'domenualt 052'"  "domenuselectconstants"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with value SAME as the FIRST cell  (Alt+211)"  "'domenualt 211'"  "domenuselectsamefirst"
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4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with values GREATER than the FIRST cell  (Alt+63)"  "'domenualt 063'"  "domenuselectgreaterfirst"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with values LESS than the FIRST cell  (Alt+64)"  "'domenualt 064'"  "domenuselectlessfirst"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with NUMBER FORMAT same as the FIRST cell  (Alt+65)"  "'domenualt 065'"  "domenuselectformatfirst"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with FONT, SIZE, and STYLE same as the FIRST cell  (Alt+76)"  "'domenualt 076'"  "domenuselectformatfontfirst"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with values range BETWEEN that of the first two cells  (Alt+68)"  "'domenualt 068'"  "domenuselectbetween"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with value SAME as the LAST cell  (Alt+69)"  "'domenualt 069'"  "domenuselectsamelast"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with values GREATER than the LAST cell  (Alt+70)"  "'domenualt 070'"  "domenuselectgreaterlast"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with values LESS than the LAST cell  (Alt+71)"  "'domenualt 071'"  "domenuselectlesslast"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with NUMBER FORMAT same as the LAST cell  (Alt+72)"  "'domenualt 072'"  "domenuselectformatlast"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with FONT, SIZE, and STYLE same as the LAST cell  (Alt+73)"  "'domenualt 073'"  "domenuselectformatfontlast"
2  "&Select Tools III..." ""  "domenuselectothersIII"
4  "SELECT SHEETS using a dialog box...  (Alt+55)" "'domenualt 055'"  "doselectsheetdial"
4  "COUNT the total number of cells SELECTED  (Alt+75)"  "'domenualt 075'"  "docountcells"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "SELECT the largest rectangle CONTAINING the highlighted cells  (Alt+58)"  "'domenualt 058'"  "doselectcurrentregion"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, the VISIBLE cells with non-zero rowheight or columnwidth  (Alt+59)"  "'domenualt 059'"  "doselectvisible"
4  "SELECT the cells used in the formulas of the highlighted cells  (Alt+60)"  "'domenualt 060'"  "domenuselectprecedents"
4  "SELECT the cells which in their formulas use the highlighted cells  (Alt+61)"  "'domenualt 061'"  "domenuselectdependents"
2  "&Copy Tools..." ""  "domenucopyothers"
4  "COPY from the highlighted Non-adjacent selected cells  (Alt+C)" "'domenualt 301'"  "domenucopy"
4  "CUT from the highlighted Non-adjacent selected cells  (Alt+X)" "'domenualt 302'"  "domenucut"
4  "PASTE to the highlighted Non-adjacent selected cells  (Alt+V)" "'domenualt 303'"  "domenupaste"
4  "GETMORE pickup items from the selected cells, appending the items to previous copy and pickup   (Alt+G)" "'domenualt 304'"  "domenupickup"
4  "DROPDOWN some items to the selected cells, distributing items from previous copy and pickup  (Alt+B)" "'domenualt 305'"  "domenudropdown"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "PASTE only into the BLANK cells of the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+80)"  "'domenualt 080'"  "domenupasteintoblanks"
4  "PASTE only into the NON-BLANK cells of the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+81)"  "'domenualt 081'"  "domenupasteintonotblanks"
4  "PASTE only into the FORMULAS cells of the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+82) "  "'domenualt 082'"  "domenupasteintoformula"
4  "PASTE only into the TEXT or NUMBERS cells of the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+84) "  "'domenualt 084'"  "domenupasteintoconstants"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "PASTE only BLANK cells into the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+86)"  "'domenualt 086'"  "domenupasteblanks"
4  "PASTE only NON-BLANK cells into the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+87)"  "'domenualt 087'"  "domenupastenotblanks"
4  "PASTE only FORMULAS cells into the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+89)"  "'domenualt 089'"  "domenupasteformula"
4  "PASTE only TEXT or NUMBERS cells into the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+91)"  "'domenualt 091'"  "domenupasteconstants"
2  "&Copy Tools II..." ""  "domenucopyothersII"
4  "RANGE VALUE replaces formulas in the selected rectangle by values  (Alt+93)"  "'domenualt 093'"  "dorangevalue"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "MAKE all selected cells the SAME, using the FIRST cell for duplication  (Alt+77)"  "'domenualt 077'"  "docontentsame"
4  "FORMAT all selected cells the SAME, using the formatting of the FIRST cell  (Alt+88)"  "'domenualt 088'"  "doformatsame"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "EXCHANGE the contents of the two selected CELLS  (Alt+44)"  "'domenualt 44'"  "doexchangetwocells"
3  "-"  ""  ""
4  "DUPLICATE the selected rows, copy the rows to the bottom of the worksheet  (Alt+102)"  "'domenualt 102'"  "domenuduplicaterows"
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4  "MOVE the selected rows, move the rows to the bottom of the worksheet  (Alt+103)"  "'domenualt 103'"  "domenumoverows"
2  "&Insert Tools..." ""  "domenuinsertothers2"
4  "INSERT at every ROW of the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be inserted  (Alt+104)"  "'domenualt 104'"  "domenuinsertrow1"
4  "INSERT at every n-th ROW of the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be inserted...  (Alt+105)" "'domenualt 105'"  "domenuinsertrown"
4  "INSERT ROWS selected by the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be inserted  (Alt+221)"  "'domenualt 221'"  "domenuinsertrows"
3  "-"  " "  ""
4  "INSERT at every COLUMN of the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be inserted  (Alt+107)"  "'domenualt 107'"  "domenuinsertcol1"
4  "INSERT at every n-th COLUMN of the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be inserted...  (Alt+108)" "'domenualt 108'"  "domenuinsertcoln"
4  "INSERT COLUMNS selected by the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be inserted  (Alt+109)"  "'domenualt 109'"  "domenuinsertcolumns"
3  "-"  "" ""
4  "DELETE every other ROW of the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be deleted  (Alt+113)"  "'domenualt 113'"  "domenudeleterow2"
4  "DELETE every n-th ROW of the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be deleted...  (Alt+114)" "'domenualt 114'"  "domenudeleterown"
4  "DELETE ROWS selected by the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be deleted  (Alt+122)"  "'domenualt 122'"  "domenudeleterows"
4  "DELETE blank ROWS of the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be deleted  (Alt+99)"  "'domenualt 99'"  "domenudeleterowblank"
3  "-"  "" ""
4  "DELETE every other COLUMN of the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be deleted   (Alt+115)"  "'domenualt 115'"  "domenudeletecol2"
4  "DELETE every n-th COLUMN of the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be deleted...  (Alt+116)" "'domenualt 116'"  "domenudeletecoln"
4  "DELETE COLUMNS selected by the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be deleted  (Alt+117)"  "'domenualt 117'"  "domenudeletecolumns"
4  "DELETE blank COLUMNS of the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be deleted  (Alt+118)"  "'domenualt 118'"  "domenudeletecolblank"
2  "&Transpose Tools..." "" "domenutransposeothers"
4  "TRANSPOSE rows and columns of the highlighted rectangles   (Alt+119)"  "'domenualt 119'"  "domenutranspose"
4  "REVERSE order the cells in the highlighted rectangles   (Alt+50)"  "'domenualt 50'"  "domenureverse"
3  "-"  "" ""
4  "ROTATE CELLS of the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+120)"  "'domenualt 120'"  "domenurotate"
4  "ROTATE CELLS of the highlighted rectangles n STEPS...  (Alt+121)"  "'domenualt 121'"  "domenurotaten"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "SHIFT the CELLS to the right side of the highlighted rectangles, RIGHT JUSTIFY  (Alt+127)"  "'domenualt 127'"  "domenushiftright"
4  "SHIFT the CELLS to the left side of the highlighted rectangles, LEFT JUSTIFY  (Alt+128)"  "'domenualt 128'"  "domenushiftleft"
4  "SHIFT the CELLS to the top side of the highlighted rectangles, TOP JUSTIFY  (Alt+129)"  "'domenualt 129'"  "domenushifttop"
4  "SHIFT the CELLS to the bottom side of the highlighted rectangles, BOTTOM JUSTIFY  (Alt+130)"  "'domenualt 130'"  "domenushiftbottom"
2  "&Math Tools..." ""  "domenumathothers"
4  "ADD 1 to the Selected Cells  (Alt+111)"  "'domenualt 111'"  "domenuaddone"
4  "SUBTRACT 1 to the Selected Cells  (Alt+141)"  "'domenualt 141'"  "domenusubtractone"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "MULTIPLY 10 to the Selected Cells  (Alt+142)"  "'domenualt 142'"  "domenumultiplyten"
4  "MULTIPLY 100 to the Selected Cells  (Alt+145)"  "'domenualt 145'"  "domenumultiplyhundred"
4  "MULTIPLY 1000 to the Selected Cells  (Alt+147)"  "'domenualt 147'"  "domenumultiplythousand"
4  "DIVIDE 10 to the Selected Cells  (Alt+143)"  "'domenualt 143'"  "domenudivideten"
4  "DIVIDE 100 to the Selected Cells  (Alt+146)"  "'domenualt 146'"  "domenudividehundred"
4  "DIVIDE 1000 to the Selected Cells  (Alt+148)"  "'domenualt 148'"  "domenudividethousand"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "ROUND to the dollars at the Selected Cells  (Alt+123)"  "'domenualt 123'"  "domenuroundtodollar"
4  "ROUND to the pennies at the Selected Cells  (Alt+175)"  "'domenualt 175'"  "domenuroundtopenny"
4  "UNROUND the numbers at the Selected Cells  (Alt+176)"  "'domenualt 176'"  "domenuunround"
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3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "FORMULAS of  the selected cells are changed to RELATIVE cell references, i.e. without $ signs  (Alt+170)"  "'domenualt 170'"  "domenuformularelative"
4  "FORMULAS of  the selected cells are changed to ABSOLUTE cell references, i.e. with $ signs  (Alt+171)"  "'domenualt 171'"  "domenuformulaabsolute"
4  "FORMULAS are changed to ABSOLUTE ROW and RELATIVE COLUMN cell references  (Alt+172)"  "'domenualt 172'"  "domenuformulaabsoluterow"
4  "FORMULAS are changed to RELATIVE ROW and ABSOLUTE COLUMN cell references  (Alt+173)"  "'domenualt 173'"  "domenuformulaabsolutecol"
2  "&Math Tools II..." "" "domenumathothersII"
4  "SUM all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+66)"  "'domenualt 66'"  "domenusumtofirst"
4  "COUNT all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+150)"  "'domenualt 150'"  "domenucounttofirst"
4  "COUNTA all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+151)"  "'domenualt 151'"  "domenucountatofirst"
4  "AVERAGE all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+152)"  "'domenualt 152'"  "domenuaveragetofirst"
4  "PRODUCT all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+153)"  "'domenualt 153'"  "domenuproducttofirst"
4  "MAX all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+154)"  "'domenualt 154'"  "domenumaxtofirst"
4  "MIN all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+156)"  "'domenualt 156'"  "domenumintofirst"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "SUM all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+33)"  "'domenualt 33'"  "domenusumtolast"
4  "COUNT all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+157)"  "'domenualt 157'"  "domenucounttolast"
4  "COUNTA all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+158)"  "'domenualt 158'"  "domenucountatolast"
4  "AVERAGE all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+159)"  "'domenualt 159'"  "domenuaveragetolast"
4  "PRODUCT all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+160)"  "'domenualt 160'"  "domenuproducttolast"
4  "MAX all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+161)"  "'domenualt 161'"  "domenumaxtolast"
4  "MIN all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+162)"  "'domenualt 162'"  "domenumintolast"
2  "&Text Tools..." ""  "domenutextothers"
4  "TEXT SHORTHAND defines short key combinations for often used text strings...  (Alt+180)" "'domenualt 180'"  "doshorthandmachine"
4  "TEXT SHORTHAND function is switched on/off...  (Alt+183)" "'domenualt 183'"  "doshorthandonoff"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "TEXT in the selected cells is reshuffled, so the text LENGTHS are all same as the first cell (Alt+188)"  "'domenualt 188'"  "domenutextwrap"
4  "TEXT in the selected cells is stringed together, and put into the FIRST CELL  (Alt+181)"  "'domenualt 181'"  "domenuconcatfirst"
4  "TEXT in the selected cells is stringed together, and put into in the LAST CELL  (Alt+182)"  "'domenualt 182'"  "domenuconcatlast"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "TEXT in the selected cells is changed to:  UPPER CASE  (Alt+185)"  "'domenualt 185'"  "domenuuppercase"
4  "TEXT in the selected cells is changed to:  lower case  (Alt+186)"  "'domenualt 186'"  "domenulowercase"
4  "TEXT in the selected cells is changed to:  Proper Case  (Alt+187)"  "'domenualt 187'"  "domenupropercase"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "STAMP out at the selected cell, the USER name  (Alt+195)"  "'domenualt 195'"  "dostampname"
4  "STAMP out at the selected cell, the current DATE and TIME  (Alt+45)"  "'domenualt 045'"  "dostampdatetime"
4  "STAMP out at the selected cell, the FILE name including the PATH  (Alt+192)"  "'domenualt 192'"  "dostampfilelong"
4  "STAMP out at the selected cell, the SHEET name  (Alt+193)"  "'domenualt 193'"  "dostampsheet"
4  "STAMP out at the selected cell, the complete FILE, DATE, and USER name (Alt+34)"  "'domenualt 034'"  "dostampfiledatename"
2  "&Format Tools..." ""  "domenuformatothers"
4  "UNHIDE the hidden COLUMNS to the right of the selected areas  (Alt+222)"  "'domenualt 222'"  "domenuunhideright"
4  "UNHIDE the hidden COLUMNS to the left of the selected areas  (Alt+205)"  "'domenualt 205'"  "domenuunhideleft"
3  "-"  "" ""
4  "COPY column widths from the selected area  (Alt+215)"  "'domenualt 215'"  "domenucopycolumnwidth"
4  "PASTE column widths to the selected area  (Alt+216)"  "'domenualt 216'"  "domenupastecolumnwidth"
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3  "-"  "" ""
4  "FORMAT all selected cells the SAME, using the formatting of the FIRST cell  (Alt+88)"  "'domenualt 088'"  "doformatsame"
4  "FORMAT all selected cells the SAME, using the formatting of the LAST cell  (Alt+204)"  "'domenualt 204'"  "doformatsamelast"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "FORMAT with Long UNDERLINE  (Alt+200)"  "'domenualt 200'"  "domenulongunderline"
4  "FORMAT with very Long UNDERLINE  (Alt+201)"  "'domenualt 201'"  "domenuverylongunderline"
4  "FORMAT without the Long UNDERLINES  (Alt+202)"  "'domenualt 202'"  "domenunolongunderline"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "FORMAT of the selected cells is switch between INVISIBLE\VISIBLE cell format  (Alt+203)"  "'domenualt 203'"  "doformatinvisible"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "FORMAT the OUTLINE edges of the selected areas with BORDER LINES  (Alt+206)"  "'domenualt 206'"  "domenuborder"
4  "FORMAT the INTERNAL edges of the selected areas with NO BORDER LINES  (Alt+207)"  "'domenualt 207'"  "domenuborderclear"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "DISPLAY FORMAT switch between showing GridLines and showing None  (Alt+56)" "'domenualt 56'"  "dodisplaygridlines"
4  "DISPLAY FORMAT switch between showing Values and showing Formulas  (Alt+67)" "'domenualt 67'"  "dodisplayformulas"
2  "&Print Tools..." "" "domenuprintothers"
4  "SET PRINT AREA to the same high-lighted areas when MULTIPLE sheets are selected  (Alt+208)"  "'domenualt 208'"  "domenusetprintarea"
3  "-"  "" ""
4  "PRINT a list of pages, LOAD the SHEET NAMES from the selected cells  (Alt+213)" "'domenualt 213'"  "domenuprintpages"
4  "HELP on how to specify the SHEET NAMES in the command above...  (Alt+214)" "'domenualt 214'"  "doprintpageshelp"
3  "-"  "" ""
4  "PRINT pages using RANGE NAMES...  (Alt+210)" "'domenualt 210'"  "doprintareanamedial"
4  "PRINT a list of records (i.e. rows), each record is printed as a separate page...  (Alt+212)" "'domenualt 212'"  "doprintrecords"
3  "-"  "" ""
4  "COPY from the selected sheet, the PRINTER PAGE SETUP settings  (Alt+110)"  "'domenualt 110'"  "docopypagesetup"
4  "PASTE to the selected sheet, the PRINTER PAGE SETUP settings  (Alt+223)"  "'domenualt 223'"  "dopastepagesetup"
3  "-"  "" ""
4  "CLEAR the HEADER and FOOTER of the printer page setup  (Alt+224)"  "'domenualt 224'"  "doclearheader"
4  "STAMP out at the selected cell, HEADER and FOOTER of the printer page setup  (Alt+217)"  "'domenualt 217'"  "dostampheader"
4  "LOAD back from the selected cell, HEADER and FOOTER of the printer page setup  (Alt+218)"  "'domenualt 218'"  "doloadheader"
2  "&File Tools..." ""  "domenufileothers"
4  "INFO on the current workbook FILE...  (Alt+260)"  "'domenualt 260'"  "domenufileinfo"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "DELETE the current workbook FILE...  (Alt+226)" "'domenualt 226'"  "dodeletefile"
4  "RENAME the current workbook FILE...  (Alt+230)" "'domenualt 230'"  "dorename"
4  "SAVE the current workbook FILE and save the  PREVIOUS version as a .BAK backup file  (Alt+227)"  "'domenualt 227'"  "dosavefilebak"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "SAVE a COPY of the current workbook as a backup file on FLOPPY DRIVE a:  (Alt+234)"  "'domenualt 234'"  "dobackupdrivea"
4  "SAVE a COPY of the current workbook as a backup file on FLOPPY DRIVE b:  (Alt+235)"  "'domenualt 235'"  "dobackupdriveb"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "CLOSE ALL the FILES  (Alt+228)"  "'domenualt 228'"  "docloseallfiles"
4  "OPEN ALL the FILES in the previous close-all-the-files command  (Alt+229)"  "'domenualt 229'"  "doopenallfiles"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "STAMP out starting at the selected cell, names of opened FILES (Alt+241)"  "'domenualt 241'"  "dostampopenfilelist"
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4  "OPEN a list of FILES, LOAD the names from the selected cells  (Alt+242)"  "'domenualt 242'"  "domenuloadopenfilelist"
4  "CLOSE a list of FILES, LOAD the names from the selected cells  (Alt+243)"  "'domenualt 243'"  "domenuloadclosefilelist"
3  "-"  "  " ""
4  "STAMP out starting at the selected cell, names of FILES in the current workbook's directory (Alt+244)"  "'domenualt 244'"  "dostampfilelist"
4  "STAMP out starting at the selected cell, names of SHEETS in the workbook (Alt+245)"  "'domenualt 245'"  "dostampsheetlist"
4  "STAMP out starting at the selected cell, names of range AREAS in the workbook (Alt+246)"  "'domenualt 246'"  "dostamparealist"
1  "Hot Keys..."  "domenuhotkeys" ""
1  "-"  "" ""
1  "&Redo Previous Tool         (Alt+R)"  "domenuredo" ""
0  "end"  "end" ""
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4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every other ROW  (Alt+35)"    "'domenualt 035'"  "domenuselectrow2"

4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every n-th ROW...  (Alt+62)" "'domenualt 062'"  "domenuselectrown"

4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every other COLUMN  (Alt+112)"  "'domenualt 112'"  "domenuselectcol2"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every 3-rd COLUMN  (Alt+36)"  "'domenualt 036'"  "domenuselectcol3"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every 4-th COLUMN  (Alt+37)"  "'domenualt 037'"  "domenuselectcol4"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every 5-th COLUMN  (Alt+38)"  "'domenualt 038'"  "domenuselectcol5"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, every n-th COLUMN...  (Alt+39)" "'domenualt 039'"  "domenuselectcoln"
4  "SELECT cells from every other ROW and every other COLUMN, cityblock pattern  (Alt+40)"  "'domenualt 040'"  "domenuselectchecker"

4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, DIAGONALS going upper right to lower left  (Alt+41)"  "'domenualt 041'"  "domenuselectdiagurll"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, DIAGONALS going lower left to upper right  (Alt+42)"  "'domenualt 042'"  "domenuselectdiagllur"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, DIAGONALS going upper left to lower right  (Alt+43)"  "'domenualt 043'"  "domenuselectdiagullr"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, DIAGONALS going lower right to upper left  (Alt+49)"  "'domenualt 049'"  "domenuselectdiaglrul"

4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, Upper Left TRIANGLES  (Alt+74)"  "'domenualt 074'"  "domenuselecttriul"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, Upper Right TRIANGLES  (Alt+46)"  "'domenualt 046'"  "domenuselecttriur"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, Lower Left TRIANGLES  (Alt+47)"  "'domenualt 047'"  "domenuselecttrill"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, Lower Right TRIANGLES  (Alt+48)"  "'domenualt 048'"  "domenuselecttrilr"

4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, NON-BLANK cells  (Alt+54)"  "'domenualt 054'"  "domenuselectnotblanks"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, FORMULAS cells  (Alt+53)"  "'domenualt 053'"  "domenuselectformula"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, TEXT or NUMBERS cells  (Alt+52)"  "'domenualt 052'"  "domenuselectconstants"

4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with value SAME as the FIRST cell  (Alt+211)"  "'domenualt 211'"  "domenuselectsamefirst"
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4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with values GREATER than the FIRST cell  (Alt+63)"  "'domenualt 063'"  "domenuselectgreaterfirst"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with values LESS than the FIRST cell  (Alt+64)"  "'domenualt 064'"  "domenuselectlessfirst"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with NUMBER FORMAT same as the FIRST cell  (Alt+65)"  "'domenualt 065'"  "domenuselectformatfirst"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with FONT, SIZE, and STYLE same as the FIRST cell  (Alt+76)"  "'domenualt 076'"  "domenuselectformatfontfirst"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with values range BETWEEN that of the first two cells  (Alt+68)"  "'domenualt 068'"  "domenuselectbetween"

4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with value SAME as the LAST cell  (Alt+69)"  "'domenualt 069'"  "domenuselectsamelast"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with values GREATER than the LAST cell  (Alt+70)"  "'domenualt 070'"  "domenuselectgreaterlast"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with values LESS than the LAST cell  (Alt+71)"  "'domenualt 071'"  "domenuselectlesslast"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with NUMBER FORMAT same as the LAST cell  (Alt+72)"  "'domenualt 072'"  "domenuselectformatlast"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, cells with FONT, SIZE, and STYLE same as the LAST cell  (Alt+73)"  "'domenualt 073'"  "domenuselectformatfontlast"

4  "SELECT the largest rectangle CONTAINING the highlighted cells  (Alt+58)"  "'domenualt 058'"  "doselectcurrentregion"
4  "SELECT from the highlighted rectangles, the VISIBLE cells with non-zero rowheight or columnwidth  (Alt+59)"  "'domenualt 059'"  "doselectvisible"
4  "SELECT the cells used in the formulas of the highlighted cells  (Alt+60)"  "'domenualt 060'"  "domenuselectprecedents"
4  "SELECT the cells which in their formulas use the highlighted cells  (Alt+61)"  "'domenualt 061'"  "domenuselectdependents"

4  "GETMORE pickup items from the selected cells, appending the items to previous copy and pickup   (Alt+G)" "'domenualt 304'"  "domenupickup"
4  "DROPDOWN some items to the selected cells, distributing items from previous copy and pickup  (Alt+B)" "'domenualt 305'"  "domenudropdown"

4  "PASTE only into the BLANK cells of the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+80)"  "'domenualt 080'"  "domenupasteintoblanks"
4  "PASTE only into the NON-BLANK cells of the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+81)"  "'domenualt 081'"  "domenupasteintonotblanks"
4  "PASTE only into the FORMULAS cells of the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+82) "  "'domenualt 082'"  "domenupasteintoformula"
4  "PASTE only into the TEXT or NUMBERS cells of the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+84) "  "'domenualt 084'"  "domenupasteintoconstants"

4  "PASTE only NON-BLANK cells into the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+87)"  "'domenualt 087'"  "domenupastenotblanks"
4  "PASTE only FORMULAS cells into the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+89)"  "'domenualt 089'"  "domenupasteformula"
4  "PASTE only TEXT or NUMBERS cells into the highlighted rectangles  (Alt+91)"  "'domenualt 091'"  "domenupasteconstants"

4  "RANGE VALUE replaces formulas in the selected rectangle by values  (Alt+93)"  "'domenualt 093'"  "dorangevalue"

4  "MAKE all selected cells the SAME, using the FIRST cell for duplication  (Alt+77)"  "'domenualt 077'"  "docontentsame"
4  "FORMAT all selected cells the SAME, using the formatting of the FIRST cell  (Alt+88)"  "'domenualt 088'"  "doformatsame"

4  "DUPLICATE the selected rows, copy the rows to the bottom of the worksheet  (Alt+102)"  "'domenualt 102'"  "domenuduplicaterows"
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4  "MOVE the selected rows, move the rows to the bottom of the worksheet  (Alt+103)"  "'domenualt 103'"  "domenumoverows"

4  "INSERT at every ROW of the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be inserted  (Alt+104)"  "'domenualt 104'"  "domenuinsertrow1"
4  "INSERT at every n-th ROW of the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be inserted...  (Alt+105)" "'domenualt 105'"  "domenuinsertrown"
4  "INSERT ROWS selected by the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be inserted  (Alt+221)"  "'domenualt 221'"  "domenuinsertrows"

4  "INSERT at every COLUMN of the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be inserted  (Alt+107)"  "'domenualt 107'"  "domenuinsertcol1"
4  "INSERT at every n-th COLUMN of the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be inserted...  (Alt+108)" "'domenualt 108'"  "domenuinsertcoln"
4  "INSERT COLUMNS selected by the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be inserted  (Alt+109)"  "'domenualt 109'"  "domenuinsertcolumns"

4  "DELETE every other ROW of the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be deleted  (Alt+113)"  "'domenualt 113'"  "domenudeleterow2"
4  "DELETE every n-th ROW of the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be deleted...  (Alt+114)" "'domenualt 114'"  "domenudeleterown"
4  "DELETE ROWS selected by the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be deleted  (Alt+122)"  "'domenualt 122'"  "domenudeleterows"
4  "DELETE blank ROWS of the highlighted rectangles, multiple rows will be deleted  (Alt+99)"  "'domenualt 99'"  "domenudeleterowblank"

4  "DELETE every other COLUMN of the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be deleted   (Alt+115)"  "'domenualt 115'"  "domenudeletecol2"
4  "DELETE every n-th COLUMN of the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be deleted...  (Alt+116)" "'domenualt 116'"  "domenudeletecoln"
4  "DELETE COLUMNS selected by the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be deleted  (Alt+117)"  "'domenualt 117'"  "domenudeletecolumns"
4  "DELETE blank COLUMNS of the highlighted rectangles, multiple columns will be deleted  (Alt+118)"  "'domenualt 118'"  "domenudeletecolblank"

4  "TRANSPOSE rows and columns of the highlighted rectangles   (Alt+119)"  "'domenualt 119'"  "domenutranspose"

4  "SHIFT the CELLS to the right side of the highlighted rectangles, RIGHT JUSTIFY  (Alt+127)"  "'domenualt 127'"  "domenushiftright"
4  "SHIFT the CELLS to the left side of the highlighted rectangles, LEFT JUSTIFY  (Alt+128)"  "'domenualt 128'"  "domenushiftleft"
4  "SHIFT the CELLS to the top side of the highlighted rectangles, TOP JUSTIFY  (Alt+129)"  "'domenualt 129'"  "domenushifttop"
4  "SHIFT the CELLS to the bottom side of the highlighted rectangles, BOTTOM JUSTIFY  (Alt+130)"  "'domenualt 130'"  "domenushiftbottom"
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4  "FORMULAS of  the selected cells are changed to RELATIVE cell references, i.e. without $ signs  (Alt+170)"  "'domenualt 170'"  "domenuformularelative"
4  "FORMULAS of  the selected cells are changed to ABSOLUTE cell references, i.e. with $ signs  (Alt+171)"  "'domenualt 171'"  "domenuformulaabsolute"
4  "FORMULAS are changed to ABSOLUTE ROW and RELATIVE COLUMN cell references  (Alt+172)"  "'domenualt 172'"  "domenuformulaabsoluterow"
4  "FORMULAS are changed to RELATIVE ROW and ABSOLUTE COLUMN cell references  (Alt+173)"  "'domenualt 173'"  "domenuformulaabsolutecol"

4  "SUM all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+66)"  "'domenualt 66'"  "domenusumtofirst"
4  "COUNT all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+150)"  "'domenualt 150'"  "domenucounttofirst"
4  "COUNTA all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+151)"  "'domenualt 151'"  "domenucountatofirst"
4  "AVERAGE all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+152)"  "'domenualt 152'"  "domenuaveragetofirst"
4  "PRODUCT all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+153)"  "'domenualt 153'"  "domenuproducttofirst"
4  "MAX all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+154)"  "'domenualt 154'"  "domenumaxtofirst"
4  "MIN all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the FIRST CELL  (Alt+156)"  "'domenualt 156'"  "domenumintofirst"

4  "SUM all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+33)"  "'domenualt 33'"  "domenusumtolast"
4  "COUNT all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+157)"  "'domenualt 157'"  "domenucounttolast"
4  "COUNTA all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+158)"  "'domenualt 158'"  "domenucountatolast"
4  "AVERAGE all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+159)"  "'domenualt 159'"  "domenuaveragetolast"
4  "PRODUCT all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+160)"  "'domenualt 160'"  "domenuproducttolast"
4  "MAX all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+161)"  "'domenualt 161'"  "domenumaxtolast"
4  "MIN all the Selected Cells, and put the resulting formula in the LAST CELL  (Alt+162)"  "'domenualt 162'"  "domenumintolast"

4  "TEXT SHORTHAND defines short key combinations for often used text strings...  (Alt+180)" "'domenualt 180'"  "doshorthandmachine"

4  "TEXT in the selected cells is reshuffled, so the text LENGTHS are all same as the first cell (Alt+188)"  "'domenualt 188'"  "domenutextwrap"
4  "TEXT in the selected cells is stringed together, and put into the FIRST CELL  (Alt+181)"  "'domenualt 181'"  "domenuconcatfirst"
4  "TEXT in the selected cells is stringed together, and put into in the LAST CELL  (Alt+182)"  "'domenualt 182'"  "domenuconcatlast"

4  "STAMP out at the selected cell, the FILE name including the PATH  (Alt+192)"  "'domenualt 192'"  "dostampfilelong"

4  "STAMP out at the selected cell, the complete FILE, DATE, and USER name (Alt+34)"  "'domenualt 034'"  "dostampfiledatename"

4  "UNHIDE the hidden COLUMNS to the right of the selected areas  (Alt+222)"  "'domenualt 222'"  "domenuunhideright"
4  "UNHIDE the hidden COLUMNS to the left of the selected areas  (Alt+205)"  "'domenualt 205'"  "domenuunhideleft"
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4  "FORMAT all selected cells the SAME, using the formatting of the FIRST cell  (Alt+88)"  "'domenualt 088'"  "doformatsame"
4  "FORMAT all selected cells the SAME, using the formatting of the LAST cell  (Alt+204)"  "'domenualt 204'"  "doformatsamelast"

4  "FORMAT of the selected cells is switch between INVISIBLE\VISIBLE cell format  (Alt+203)"  "'domenualt 203'"  "doformatinvisible"

4  "FORMAT the OUTLINE edges of the selected areas with BORDER LINES  (Alt+206)"  "'domenualt 206'"  "domenuborder"
4  "FORMAT the INTERNAL edges of the selected areas with NO BORDER LINES  (Alt+207)"  "'domenualt 207'"  "domenuborderclear"

4  "DISPLAY FORMAT switch between showing GridLines and showing None  (Alt+56)" "'domenualt 56'"  "dodisplaygridlines"
4  "DISPLAY FORMAT switch between showing Values and showing Formulas  (Alt+67)" "'domenualt 67'"  "dodisplayformulas"

4  "SET PRINT AREA to the same high-lighted areas when MULTIPLE sheets are selected  (Alt+208)"  "'domenualt 208'"  "domenusetprintarea"

4  "PRINT a list of pages, LOAD the SHEET NAMES from the selected cells  (Alt+213)" "'domenualt 213'"  "domenuprintpages"
4  "HELP on how to specify the SHEET NAMES in the command above...  (Alt+214)" "'domenualt 214'"  "doprintpageshelp"

4  "PRINT a list of records (i.e. rows), each record is printed as a separate page...  (Alt+212)" "'domenualt 212'"  "doprintrecords"

4  "COPY from the selected sheet, the PRINTER PAGE SETUP settings  (Alt+110)"  "'domenualt 110'"  "docopypagesetup"
4  "PASTE to the selected sheet, the PRINTER PAGE SETUP settings  (Alt+223)"  "'domenualt 223'"  "dopastepagesetup"

4  "STAMP out at the selected cell, HEADER and FOOTER of the printer page setup  (Alt+217)"  "'domenualt 217'"  "dostampheader"
4  "LOAD back from the selected cell, HEADER and FOOTER of the printer page setup  (Alt+218)"  "'domenualt 218'"  "doloadheader"

4  "SAVE the current workbook FILE and save the  PREVIOUS version as a .BAK backup file  (Alt+227)"  "'domenualt 227'"  "dosavefilebak"

4  "SAVE a COPY of the current workbook as a backup file on FLOPPY DRIVE a:  (Alt+234)"  "'domenualt 234'"  "dobackupdrivea"
4  "SAVE a COPY of the current workbook as a backup file on FLOPPY DRIVE b:  (Alt+235)"  "'domenualt 235'"  "dobackupdriveb"

4  "OPEN ALL the FILES in the previous close-all-the-files command  (Alt+229)"  "'domenualt 229'"  "doopenallfiles"

4  "STAMP out starting at the selected cell, names of opened FILES (Alt+241)"  "'domenualt 241'"  "dostampopenfilelist"
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4  "OPEN a list of FILES, LOAD the names from the selected cells  (Alt+242)"  "'domenualt 242'"  "domenuloadopenfilelist"
4  "CLOSE a list of FILES, LOAD the names from the selected cells  (Alt+243)"  "'domenualt 243'"  "domenuloadclosefilelist"

4  "STAMP out starting at the selected cell, names of FILES in the current workbook's directory (Alt+244)"  "'domenualt 244'"  "dostampfilelist"
4  "STAMP out starting at the selected cell, names of SHEETS in the workbook (Alt+245)"  "'domenualt 245'"  "dostampsheetlist"
4  "STAMP out starting at the selected cell, names of range AREAS in the workbook (Alt+246)"  "'domenualt 246'"  "dostamparealist"
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2  "TEN RECENT HYPERLINKS:"  "  " ""
3  "Goto H&yperlink                              (Doubleclick)"  "domenugotolink" ""
3  "Goto &Forward                                (Alt -->)"  "domenugotoforward" ""
3  "Goto &Backward                             (Alt <--)"  "domenugotobackward" ""
3  "Add Link to Recent Hyperlinks      (Alt+M)"  "domark" ""
3  "Paste Link to the Selected Cell      (Alt+L)"  "domark" ""
3  "-"  "  " ""
3  "Hyperlink sample 1"  "'domenuid 0000'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 1\$A$1"
3  "Hyperlink sample 2"  "'domenuid 0001'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 2\$A$1"
3  "Hyperlink sample 3"  "'domenuid 0002'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 3\$A$1"
3  "Hyperlink sample 4"  "'domenuid 0003'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 4\$A$1"
3  "Hyperlink sample 5"  "'domenuid 0004'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 1\$A$1"
3  "Hyperlink sample 6"  "'domenuid 0005'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 2\$A$1"
3  "Hyperlink sample 7"  "'domenuid 0006'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 3\$A$1"
3  "Hyperlink sample 8"  "'domenuid 0007'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 4\$A$1"
3  "Hyperlink sample 9"  "'domenuid 0008'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 3\$A$1"
3  "Hyperlink sample 10"  "'domenuid 0009'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 4\$A$1"
1  "-"  "  " ""
2  "HYPERLINK BOOKMARKS:"  "  " ""
3  "Add Link to Hyperlink BookMarks"  "doaddbookmark" ""
3  "Edit Hyperlink BookMarks"  "doeditbookmarks" ""
1  "-"  "  " ""
2  "My BookMarks I"  "  "  "  "
3  "My hyperlink 1"  "'domenuid 0102'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 1\$A$1"
2  "My BookMarks II"  "  "  "  "
3  "My hyperlink 2"  "'domenuid 0104'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 1\$A$1"
3  "My hyperlink 3"  "'domenuid 0105'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 1\$A$1"
2  "My BookMarks III"  "  "  "  "
3  "My hyperlink 4"  "'domenuid 0107'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 1\$A$1"
2  "My BookMarks IV"  "  "  "  "
3  "My hyperlink 5"  "'domenuid 0109'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 1\$A$1"
1  "-"  "  "  "  "
1  "My hyperlink 6"  "'domenuid 0111'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 1\$A$1"
1  "My hyperlink 7"  "'domenuid 0112'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 1\$A$1"
1  "My hyperlink 8"  "'domenuid 0113'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 1\$A$1"
1  "My hyperlink 9"  "'domenuid 114'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 1\$A$1"
1  "My hyperlink 10"  "'domenuid 115'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 1\$A$1"
1  "My hyperlink 11"  "'domenuid 116'"  "C:\SUPTOOLS\\SUPHELP.XLS\hyperlink 1\$A$1"
0  "end"  "end"  "  "
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